1. Math requirement
Calculus I
Calculus II

2. Required courses in Economics
ECON 10010/20010
ECON 30010
ECON 30330
Two of the following:
ECON 40700
ECON 40720

3. Required 1.0-credit course, “Exploring International Economics” (spring)
LLRO 33000

4. Required Courses in Romance languages

In general, courses at the 20202 and above level can count towards the requirements.

1. ROIT 20202 (formally 27500) or 20215 or above
2. ROIT 30310
3. ROIT 30711 and ROIT 30721
4. Two 40000-level courses in Italian culture, literature or related fields (possibly from study abroad in advanced level programs)\(^1\)
   ROIT 4XXXX and ROIT 4XXXX

5. Required 3.0 credits course, “Senior Research Project”
LLRO 48100

\(^1\) ROIT 53000 (Senior Seminar) may replace one 40000-level course.
As part of the International Economics major, students are required to complete a project in their Senior year which combines the Economics and Language and Literatures portions of the curriculum. There are three paths that students can follow to complete this requirement.

Choose one of three options:

1. **Senior Research Project.** The Senior Research Project is a one-semester course resulting in the completion of a research paper, which combines the language, and cultural aspects of your study with Economics. You can explore a variety of topics, some more quantitative than others. The guidelines are set out below.

2. **Senior Thesis.** The senior thesis, as defined by the College of Arts & Letters, will replace the joint-capstone thesis/project.

3. *In exceptional circumstances*, Senior Seminar (53000) in your language specific program or an Economics Seminar. (With approval of DUSs in Romance Languages and Economics.) If you select option 3, counting Senior Seminar for the Senior Research Project, then you can't use Senior Seminar to replace one of the 40000-level courses.

**Guidelines for Senior Research Project**

1. The final paper should be 20-25 pages in length.
2. The paper may be written in English.
3. 30% or 3-5 sources should be in the target language.
4. By the end of fall semester, you should have a topic and advisor so you can begin work right away in the Spring. (Department DUSs can assist with finding advisors.)
5. Rough outline of due dates in the Spring

   **Feb. 15** Preliminary literature review

   **March 15** Draft of analytical portion of paper. This might include statistical analysis, synthesis of other works, analysis of texts.

   **April 15** Final paper done and ready for review by advisor or other readers
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